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A platform for container data is an example of how collaboration can create opportunities for greater efficiency.

A free container database, known as BoxTech, shows how the sharing of electronic information can help the supply

chain from beneficial cargo owners (BCOs) to marine terminals while providing the groundwork for collaboration that

can take out costs and inefficiencies by improving safety and raising visibility for ship stowage and marine terminal

yard plans.

Launched last year by the France-based nonprofit Bureau International des Containers, BoxTech contains the tare

weight, max gross mass, and size type of roughly 13 percent of the global fleet of 25 million containers. BoxTech is

primarily being used by BCOs and forwarders to input the tare weight of containers, which is key to meeting new

global weighing rules (http://www.joc.com/special-topics/container-weights).

The new container weigh rules, known as SOLAS, have "highlighted the need for greater transparency and visibility in

documents and data to enhance efficiency," said Chris Welsh, secretary-general of the Global Shippers Forum, the

largest shipper group. "A current problem for shippers when making the (verified gross mass) declaration is in finding

the tare weight of the container. A worldwide container data base is therefore urgently needed."

Application program interfaces (APIs) allow the database to be automatically updated as container lessors and
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owners join the program, while shippers and intermediaries can receive information directly into their systems with no

manual intervention.

“There is a tremendous amount of unnecessary expense (IT, data-entry, customer service, compliance,

administration) that can be removed when the industry agrees to collaborate on a single platform like this,” said

Douglas Owen, secretary general at BIC.

The potential for the growing database goes beyond helping users meet the International Maritime Organization’s

Safety of Life at Sea rules, which in July 2016, began requiring a verified gross mass certification before a container

could be loaded onto a ship. Marine terminals are using the database to better determine the size of containers

coming their way so they can improve stowage and yard plans, Owen said.

The database not only can help marine terminals determine whether incoming containers are in service and safe, but

also give them automatic refreshes of container information from their container lines customers, said Chris Mazza, of

ClearMetal, which uses predictive analysis (http://www.joc.com/international-logistics/logistics-technology/clearmetal-bets-

predictive-cargo-booking-can-help-transform-industry_20170418.html) to improve the efficiency of moving containers. He said

the industry has needed a shared resource like BoxTech for decades, and “this type of solution opens the door to a

vast array of business use cases.”

New ways to leverage the data beyond meeting SOLAS are coming into view. Later this summer, BoxTech will roll out

notification alerts that will note if the container has been stolen, it needs to be returned to the container lessor

because the ocean carrier is bankrupt, or if the unit has been sold or scrapped. That’s of particular interest to

container lessors that were burned (http://www.joc.com/maritime-news/container-lines/hanjin-shipping/container-lessors-detail-how-

return-hanjin-boxes_20160927.html) when Hanjin Shipping’s collapse last year left roughly 540,000 containers in limbo.

Insurers are keen to see more major carriers and lessors add more container data into BoxTech because they’ll have

greater visibility of ownership and complete container characteristics that will help them with accident investigations.

The database could be particularly useful to container lines involved in cabotage, as it helps make sure they have the

correct container info when receiving cargo from another carrier or handing off, Owen said. Railroads, too, can use

the database to ensure the size and weight of the container before loading.

Tech-fueled platforms ClearMetal, Haven, Navis, and others are also eying the database as a way to automate and

strengthen services by gaining automated access to equipment details. The logistics industry is behind in moving

beyond emails, spreadsheets, and phone calls to share key information and initiatives such as BoxTech are helping

with the catch-up, said Jeff Wehner, founder and chief operating officer at Haven, a transportation management

system provider (http://www.joc.com/international-logistics/logistics-technology/haven-pivots-expedia-logistics-end-end-

management_20170420.html).

He noted how when working for Apple and Google, telecommunications standardization improved the efficiency at the

companies and led to new products.

“This is the parallel I see in the industry with BoxTech, and all of the Bureau International des Containers (BIC)

efforts,” Wehner told JOC.com “Their work on open access to standardized information will enable shippers and

carriers that utilize Haven to have a predictable, stable flow of important industry-wide data.”

BoxTech’s top challenge is convincing more container lines and lessors to plug-into the database. Major carriers CMA

CGM and APL; top lessors SeaCo and Touax; and small and medium-sized carriers and lessors have uploaded their

container fleets, but far more haven’t. Owen said many of the top 20 global carriers have expressed interest in

uploading or are preparing files now, and so have other lessors, which as an industry own half the worldwide fleet.

Pressure on lessors and carriers to upload their fleet is building as two to three BCOs have on average daily joined

the database during the last nine months — just on word-of-mouth — as the nonprofit hasn’t advertised or done direct

outreach to shippers. More than 700 BCOs have joined BoxTech. While lessors and carriers will still be able to upload

their fleets for free, Owen envisions a minimal fee for other users to cover the operating costs of the growing

database.

“BoxTech is really a simple concept; we are providing very basic container data. And that is part of the beauty of
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BoxTech: It doesn’t seek to do everything, and it threatens no one,” he said. “So often in our industry, initiatives

benefit only one side of the equation, and there is this push-pull between carrier and shipper, or between lessor and

carrier. In this case, everybody wins."

Interested in sharing JOC.com (http://www.joc.com) content? Please view our current Copyright and Legal Disclaimer

(http://www.joc.com/copyright-and-legal-disclaimer) information, as well as our Frequently Asked Questions

(http://www.joc.com/frequently-asked-questions) to ensure proper protocol is followed. For any questions, contact the Customer

Support team at our Help link (http://www.joc.com/help).

Contact Mark Szakonyi at mark.szakonyi@ihsmarkit.com (mailto:mark.szakonyi@ihsmarkit.com) and follow him on Twitter:

@szakonyi_joc (http://twitter.com/szakonyi_joc).
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